We discuss the Cauchy problem for anisotropic wave equations. Precisely, we address the question to know which kind of Cauchy data on the lateral boundary are necessary to guarantee uniqueness of solutions of an anisotropic wave equation. In the case where the uniqueness holds, the natural problem that arise in this context is to estimate the solutions, in some appropriate space, in terms of the Cauchy data.
Introduction

What is our objective ?
Let Ω be a (smooth) bounded of R n , n ě 2 and T ą 0. Consider then the anisotropic wave equation with (smooth) matrix coefficients Apxq " pa ij pxqq, (1.1) divpApxq∇upx, tqq´B 2 t upx, tq " 0 in Ωˆp´T, T q.
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Let ν be the unit normal outward vector field on BΩ. Let Γ be an nonempty open subset of BΩ. The Cauchy problem we are interested in can be formulated as follows: do the values of u and B ν u, u a weak solution of the equation (1.1), on Γˆp´T, T q determine uniquely u ? If the answer to this question is yes, then one can ask whether it is possible to estimate a norm of u in Ωˆp´T, T q by a quantity involving a norm of the Cauchy data of u on Γˆp´T, T q. In other words, can we quantify the uniqueness of continuation from the Cauchy data ?
The same questions can be addressed in the case of interior data. That is when the data on Γˆp´T, T q is substituted by data in ωˆp´T, T q, with ω Ť Ω.
Main result.
The results we obtained are to our knowledge the first ones for the Cauchy problem for an anisotropic wave equations. However, we do not succeed in solving completely the problem in all its generality. It is still an open problem even under a geometric condition on Γ. To be more precise, we establish global logarithmic stability estimates from Cauchy data in rΓˆp´T, T qs Y rBΩp´T ,´p1´δ{2qqT qs Y rBΩˆpp1´δ{2qT, T qs, where Γ is an arbitrary open subset of BΩ, 0 ă δ ă 1 and δT ě 2d. Here d is the geodesic diameter of Ω with respect to the Euclidean metric.
We point out that global logarithmic stability estimate for the Cauchy problem for an anisotropic heat equation was recently proved by second author and Masahiro Yamamoto [3] . Here the problem is solved directly.
For both the heat and the wave equations, the main difficulty comes from the fact that the data at the end points of the time interval is not known. Another difficulty that arises for the wave equation is that we have to deal with the residual terms induced by the Fourrier-Bros-Iagolnitzer transform.
The situation is very different in the anisotropic elliptic equations for which we have global (single) logarithmic stability estimate. This result is the best possible that can be obtained in the general case. Indeed, we know since Hadamard that the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations is ill-posed in the sense that there is no hope to get a Lipschitz stability estimate. Precisely, Hadamard [4, page 33] gave an example in which the stability is exactly logarithmic.
1.3. Outline. The rest of this text is organized as follows. Section 2 is mainly devoted to stability estimates for the Cauchy problem for anisotropic elliptic equations. We improve and extend the results obtained by the second author in [1] . Our analysis relies essentially on three-ball inequalities, for both solutions and their gradient, that are obtained using a Carleman inequality proved in [1] . In the first part of Section 3, we give some results on the reduced Fourrier-Bros-Iagolnitzer transform that are necessary to transfer the stability estimates for the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations to those for the Cauchy problem for wave equations. This is done in the second part of Section 3. We end Section 3 by discussing an improvement of the general stability estimate when we impose some additional conditions on the coefficients of Apxq. Recall that the Hölder space C 0,α pKq " tf P C 0 pKq; rf s α ă 8u endowed with the norm }f } C 0,α pKq " }f } L 8 pKq`r f s α .
is a Banach space. Consider also C 1,α pKq " tf P C 1 pKq; B xj f P C 0,α pKq, 1 ď j ď du, which is a Banach space when it is equipped with its natural norm
If X " X 0 X X 1 is the intersection of two Banach spaces, we equip X with the norm }x} X " }x} X0`} x} X1 . For k ě 2 an integer, define E k as follows
where exp is the usual exponential function.
The Cauchy problem for elliptic equations revisited
Throughout this section, D denotes a bounded domain of R d , d ě 2, with Lipschitz boundary.
2.1. Carleman and Caccioppoli inequalities. Let R be an arbitrary set and consider the family of operators pL r q acting on D, for each r P R, as follows L r upxq " divpA r pxq∇upxqq, where, A r " pa ij r q, r P R, is a symmetric matrix with coefficients in W 1,8 pDq. We assume that there exist κ ě 0 and κ ě 1 so that (2.1) κ´1|ξ| 2 ď A r pxqξ¨ξ ď κ|ξ| 2 , x P Ω, ξ P R d and r P R,
Pick 0 ď ψ P C 2 pDq without critical points in D and let ϕ " e λψ . The following Carleman inequality was proved in [1] (see also [2] ).
Theorem 2.1. There exist three positive constants C, λ 0 and τ 0 , only depending on ψ, D, κ and κ, so that
for all r P R and v P H 1 pDq satisfying L r v P L 2 pDq, λ ě λ 0 and τ ě τ 0 .
We now establish a Caccioppoli type inequality that will be useful in the sequel. Lemma 2.1. Let 0 ă k ă ℓ. There exists a constant C ą 0, only depending on D, k, ℓ, κ and κ, so that, for any x P D, 0 ă ρ ă distpx, BDq{ℓ and u P H 1 pDq satisfying L r u P L 2 pDq, for some r P R, we have
Proof. We give the proof k " 1 and ℓ " 2. The proof for arbitrary k and ℓ is similar.
Pick χ P C 8 0 pBpx, 2ρqq so that 0 ď χ ď 1, χ " 1 in a neighborhood of Bpx, ρq and |B γ χ| ď cρ´| γ| for |γ| ď 2, where c is a constant not depending on ρ. Therefore identity (2.5) Proof. As in the preceding lemma, we give the proof when k " 3{2, ℓ " 2 and m " 7{2. The proof of arbitrary k, ℓ and m is similar.
Let v P H 1 pDq satisfying Lv P L 2 pDq and set Bpsq " Bp0, sq, s ą 0. Fix y P D and 0 ă r ă r y " 2distpy, BDq{7 pď 2diampDq{7q . Let wpxq " vprx`yq, x P Bp3q. Then straightforward computations show that
where A r pxq " pa ij r pxqq, a ij r pxq " a ij prx`yq. It is not hard to see that the family pA r q satisfies (2.6) and (2.7), uniformly with respect to r P p0, r y q.
Set U " tx P R n ; 1{2 ă |x| ă 3u , K " tx P R n ; 1 ď |x| ď 5{2u and pick χ P C 8 0 pU q satisfying 0 ď χ ď 1 and χ " 1 in a neighborhood of K. We get by applying Theorem 2.1 to χw, with D is substituted by U , for λ ě λ 0 and τ ě τ 0 ,
We have L r pχwq " χL r w`Q r pwq, with
pQ r wq 2 ď Λpw 2`| ∇w| 2 q, the constant Λ is independent on r. Therefore, fixing λ and changing τ 0 if necessary,
We get by taking ψpxq " 9´|x| 2 in (2.10), which is without critical points in U , for τ ě τ 0 ,
α "`e 9λ´e5λ˘, β "´e 5λ´e11λ{4¯.
On the other hand, we have from Caccioppoli's inequality (2.4)
Inequalities (2.12) and (2.13) in (2.11) yield
We proceed as in the last part of the proof of [1, Theorem 2.17, page 21] in order to derive from (2.14)
We obtain in a straightforward manner from (2.15) 
We then obtain in light of (2.17) C}∇v} L 2 pBpy,ℓrqq ď`}∇v} L 2 pBpy,krqq`} Lv} L 2 pBpy,mrqq˘γ }∇v} 1´γ L 2 pBpy,mrqq . Proof. We keep the notations of the proof of Theorem 2.2. We apply the generalized Poincaré-Wirtinger's inequality (2.16 ) in order to obtain, where
On the other hand (2.11), in which w is substituted by w´̺, gives 
The rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.2.
Stability of the Cauchy problem.
The following lemma will be useful. 
Proof. If η 0`b ě 1, (2.23) is trivially satisfied. Assume then that η 0`b ă 1. As
we obtain
If τ k " η k`b , (2.24) can rewritten as follows
The proof is then complete.
Note that, as D is Lipschitz, it has the uniform cone property (we refer to [5] for more details and a proof). In particular, there exist R ą 0 and θ Ps0, π{2r so that, to anyx P BD we find ξ " ξpxq P S d´1 with the property that
Proposition 2.1. Let 0 ă α ď 1. There exist three constants C ą 0, c ą 0, β ą 0 and ω Ť D, only depending on D, κ and κ, so that: (1) for any u P H 1 pDq X C 0,α pDq with Lu P L 2 pDq and 0 ă ǫ ă 1, we have
for any u P C 1,α pDq with Lu P L 2 pDq and 0 ă ǫ ă 1, we have
Here r∇us α "´ř .
Proof. Fixx P BD and let ξ " ξpxq be as in the above consequence of the uniform cone property. Let x 0 " r x`pR{2qξ, δ 0 " |x 0´x | and ρ 0 " pδ 0 {3q sin θ. It is worth noting that Bpx 0 , 3ρ 0 q Ă Cpxq.
Define the sequence of balls pBpx k , 3ρ kas follows
This definition guarantees that, for each k, Bpx k , 3ρ k q Ă Cpxq and
From Theorem 2.2, we have
Substituting, if necessary, C by maxpC, 1q, we may assume that C ě 1. We can then apply Lemma 2.3 in order to get
This inequality can be rewritten in the following form
Now, using that u is Hölder continuous, we get
or equivalently
Let ω " ď xPBD Bpx 0 pxq, ρ 0 q and introduce the following temporary notations
Then (2.28) yields
A combination of (2.27) and (2.29) entails
In this inequality we take ǫ ą 0 in such a way that µ αk " µ´d
For t ą 0, let k be the integer so that k ď t ă k`1. Bearing in mind that 0 ă µ, γ ă 1, by straightforward computations, we deduce from the preceding inequality
We end up getting, by taking e ct " 1 ǫ ,
which is the expected inequality in (1) .
We omit the proof of (2) which is quite similar to that of (1). We have only to apply Theorem 2.3 instead of Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 2.2.
Let ω Ť D andω Ť D be nonempty. There exist C ą 0 and β ą 0, only depending on D, κ, κ, ω andω, so that, for any u P H 1 pDq satisfying Lu P L 2 pDq and ǫ ą 0, we have
Proof. Since the proof of (2.30) and (2.31) are similar, we limit ourselves to the proof of (2.30).
Fix x 0 P ω and x Pω. Then there exists (see for instance [1, page 29]) a sequence of balls Bpx j , rq, r ą 0, j " 0, . . . , N , so that
We get then by applying Theorem 2.2 }u} L 2 pBpxj,2rqq ď C}u} 1´γ L 2 pBpxj ,3rqq`} u} L 2 pBpxj,rqq`} Lu} L 2 pDq˘γ , 1 ď j ď N, the constants C ą 0 and 0 ă γ ă 1 only depend on D, κ and κ.
We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 in order to obtain
Combined with Young's inequality, this estimate yields
Asω is compact, it can be recovered by a finite number of balls Bpx N , rq, that we denote by Bpx 1 N , rq, . . . , Bpx ℓ N , rq. Hence
Proposition 2.3. Let C be a nonempty open subset of BD. There exist two constants C ą 0 and γ ą 0 and ω 0 Ť D, only depending on D, κ, κ and C, so that, for any u P H 1 pΩq satisfying Lu P L 2 pDq, we have
Proof. Takex P C. Bearing in mind that D is locally on one side of its boundary, we find x 0 in the interior of R n zΩ sufficiently close tox so that ρ " distpx 0 , Kq ă R, where K " Bpx, Rq X C. Fix then r ą 0 in order to satisfy Bpx 0 , ρ`rq X BD Ă C and Bpx 0 , ρ`θrq X D ‰ , for some 0 ă θ ă 1. Define
As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2,
We get by applying Theorem 2.
rp1´θqλpρ`rq 2λ pρ`p1`θqr{2q 2λ`1 and β "
2rλθpρ`rq 2λ ρ 2λ`1 .
Elementary computations show
ϕ 0´ϕ1 ě α and ϕ 2´ϕ0 ď β.
Let ω 0 Ť ω 1 Ť Bpx 0 , r`θrq X D. We can then mimic the proof of Caccioppoli's inequality in Lemma 2.1 in order to obtain
Again, we complete the proof similarly to that of Theorem 2.2.
We shall need hereafter the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. p [1] q There exists a constant C ą 0, only depending on D and κ, so that, for any u P H 1 pDq with Lu P L 2 pDq, we have
Theorem 2.4. Let C be a nonempty open subset of BD and let 0 ă α ď 1. There exist C ą 0, c ą 0 and β ą 0, only depending on D, κ, κ, α and C, so that, for any u P C 1,α pDq satisfying Lu P L 2 pDq and 0 ă ǫ ă 1, we have
Proof. Henceforward, the generic constants can only depend on D, κ, κ, α and C.
Let u P C 1,α pDq satisfying Lu P L 2 pDq. Then, from Lemma 2.4, we have
By Proposition 2.1 and noting that W 1,8 pBDq is continuously embedded in H 1{2 pBDq, there exist β ą 0 and ω Ť D so that, for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1,
On the other hand by Proposition 2.3, there exist ω 0 Ť Ω and γ ą 0 so that, for any ǫ 1 ą 0,
But, by Proposition 2.2, there is δ ą 0 such that, for any ǫ 2 ą 0,
Estimate (2.38) in (2.39) gives
which, in combination with (2.37), entails
We end up getting the expected inequality by taking ǫ 2 " e´2 c{pǫδq .
As a first consequence of the preceding theorem, we have the uniqueness of continuation of solutions from Cauchy data on C. There exist C ą 0, c ą 0 and β ą 0, only depending on D, κ, κ, α and C, so that, for any u P C 1,α pDq satisfying Lu P L 2 pDq and u ‰ 0, we have
Proof. Pick u P C 1,α pDq satisfying Lu P L 2 pDq and u ‰ 0. For simplicity's sake we use in this proof the following notations
Since u ‰ 0, it follows from Corollary 2.1 that b ‰ 0. According to Theorem 2.4,
Assume first that b{a ă e´c. Since the function ǫ Ñ ǫ β e´c {ǫ , extended by continuity at ǫ " 0, is nondecreasing, we may find 0 ă ǫ 0 ă 1 so that ǫ β 0 e´c {ǫ0 " b{a. Therefore
and hence ǫ 0 ď pc`βq| lnpb{aq|´1. Then ǫ " ǫ 0 in (2.41) yields the expected inequality in the present case. We end the proof by noting that (2.40) is obvious if b{a ě e´c. Indeed, in that case we have C}u} H 1 pDq ď a ď e c b " e c aΦ c,β pb{aq.
The Cauchy problem for wave equations
Throughout, Ω is a bounded domain of R n and T ą 0. Even if it is not always necessary, we assume in the present section that Ω is C 8 -smooth.
We use henceforward the following notations
The symbol Γ will denote an arbitrary nonempty open subset of BΩ and Σ T " ΓˆI T .
3.1. Reduced Fourier-Bros-Iagolnitzer transform. Fix 0 ă δ ă 1 and t 0 P r´p1´δqT, p1´δqT s and pick χ P C 8 0 pp´T, Tso that 0 ď χ ď 1, χ " 1 on r´p1´δ{2qT, p1´δ{2qT s, and
for some universal constant ̟.
Define, for px, τ q P Q δT { ? 8 and λ ą 0, the reduced Fourier-Bros-Iagolnitzer transform as follows
In particular, F λ,t0 is extended as a bounded operator from
Therefore, F λ,t0 is extended as a bounded operator from
As
we get by applying Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality
The proof is quite similar to that of (i).
(ii) For f P H 2 pI T , L 2 pΩqq, we have
Proof. We prove (ii). The proof of (i) can be easily deduced from that of (ii). By density, it is sufficient to prove (3.5) and (3.6) when f P C 8
Making an integration by parts in the right hand side, we obtain
An iteration of this formula then yields
In consequence
We have as previously
We proceed as above in order to obtain
That is
This is exactly the expected inequality.
There exists a constant C ą 0, depending only on λ 0 , T and α, so that, for any f P C j,α pQ T q, j " 0 or j " 1, and λ ě λ 0 , we have
Elementary computations showˇˇˇż
On the other hand, since
Using (3.9) and (3.10), we get
ff λT e λpδT q 2 {16 }f } C 0,α pQT q .
Next, we proceed to the proof of j " 1. In light of the following formula, established above,
Proceeding as above, we see that we have also
and
We deduce that there exists a constant C ą 0, only depending on λ 0 , T and α, so that
The proof is then complete. Lemma 3.4. For fixed λ 0 ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0 only depending on λ 0 and T so that, for any λ ě λ 0 , f P H 1 pI T , H 1 pΩqq and t 0 P r´p1´δqT, p1´δqT s, we have
Proof. By density it is enough to give the proof for an arbitrary f P C 8 pQ T q. Pick then f P C 8 pQ T q and let h λ " F λ,t0 f . Then, where F denotes the Fourier transform,
Therefore, where x P Ω is arbitrary,
We find by applying Plancherel-Parseval's inequality and then making the change of variable τ " λρ
In particular
from which we deduce that
Again, the change of variable τ " λρ in (3.12) yields
Hence, we get by taking t " t 0 in (3.16),
We decompose f px, t 0 q into two terms: f px, t 0 q " f 1 px, t 0 q`f 2 px, t 0 q with
Applying again Cauchy-Schwaz's inequality in order to obtain
Here, we used that ż
On the other hand, we have, again according to Cauchy-Schwaz's inequality,
In light of (3.18), we obtain by making an integration by parts
We write f 2 px, t 0 q " g 1 px, t 0 q`g 2 px, t 0 q`g 3 px, t 0 q, where
It follows from (3.18)
As we have done previously for h λ , we find
Then, once again, Plancherel-Parseval's inequality and the change of variable τ " λρ yield
As |χ 1 | ď ̟pδT q´1, we get in a straightforward manner
In light of (3.15) with f substituted by B t f and (3.21) we obtain
Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality then yields
This and (3.22) entails
Let λ 0 be given. Putting together (3.17), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.23) we see that there exists a constant C ą 0, depending only on λ 0 and T , so that, for any λ ě λ 0 , we have
Noting that B i and F λ,t0 commute, we find by substituting in (3.24 
The expected inequality follows readily from (3.24) and (3.25).
Stability of the Cauchy problem for wave equations.
In the remaining part of this text,
This space is endowed with its natural norm as an intersection of two Banach spaces. Introduce the anisotropic wave operator P acting on Q T as follows P upx, tq " divpApxq∇upx, tqq´B 2 t upx, tq, where A " pa ij q is a symmetric matrix, with coefficients in W 1,8 pΩq so that (2.6) and (2.7) hold with D " Ω.
Henceforward, the gradient with respect to both variables px, tq and px, τ q is denoted by ∇ ; while the gradient with respect to x is denoted by ∇ 1 .
We follow Lions-Magenes's notation:
By H ℓ pΓq, ℓ ě 0, we mean the quotient space
equipped with its natural quotient norm.
Proposition 3.1. There exist two constant C ą 0 and c ą 0, only depending on Ω, κ, κ, T and α, so that, for any u P C 1,α pQ T q X H 2 pQ T q and t 0 P r´p1´δqT, p1δ qT s, we have
Proof. Set v λ px, τ q " F λ,t0 upx, τ q. Then
where Lwpx, τ q " divpApxq∇wpx, τ qq`B 2 τ wpx, τ q. and
The results in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 entail
and, according to (3.8) ,
We get by applying Theorem 2.4
On the other hand, we have from (3.11), for λ ě λ 0 " 16{T 2 ,
Then a combination of (3.27) and (3.28) gives
In this inequality we take λ " 16δ´1 0 {T 2 pą 16{T 2 q. We then get
from which we deduce in a straightforward manner that
This inequality with ǫ chosen so that ǫ β " e´4 δ´8 yields
Corollary 3.1. Let s P p0, 1{2q. There exist two constant C ą 0 and c ą 0, only depending on Ω, T , κ, κ, s and α, so that, for any u P C 1,α pQ T q X H 2 pQ T q, 0 ă δ 0 ă 1 and 0 ă δ ď δ 0 , we have
Proof. First, noting that J δ{2 Ă J δ0{2 , 0 ă δ ď δ 0 , we get by integrating, with respect to t 0 , both sides of the inequality in Proposition 3.1
On the other hand, we have from [3, Corollary 3.1]
The expected inequality follows in a straightforward manner by adding side by side inequalities (3.30) and (3.31 ).
Next, we show that the term }u} H 1 pJδ 0 {2 ,L 2 pΩqq in the last inequality can be bounded by a quantity involving only boundary terms and P u.
Proof. Let u P H 2 pQ T q. We then get by mimicking the proof of the usual energy estimates ż Applying Grönwall's lemma, we obtain ż
This in (3.32) entails ż
As A∇ 1 upx, tq¨∇ 1 upx, tq ě κ|∇ 1 upx, tq| 2 , we have C}∇u} 2 L 2 pΩˆpp1´δ0{2qT,Tď Φ, the constant C only depends on T , Ω and κ.
Using that
defines an equivalent norm on H 1 pΩq, we deduce
Since we have the same inequality when u is substituted by B t u, we get C}u} H 1 ppp1´δ0{2qT,T q,L 2 pΩqq ď }P u} H 1 ppp1´δ0{2qT,T q,L 2 pΩqq (3.33)`} ∇up¨, T q} L 2 pΩq`} ∇B t up¨, T q} L 2 pΩq }u} H 1 ppp1´δ0{2qT,T q,L 2 pBΩqq`} B ν u} H 1 ppp1´δ0{2qT,T q,L 2 pBΩqq .
We obtain similarly
C}u} H 1 pp´T,´p1´δ0{2qT q,L 2 pΩqq (3.34) ď }P u} H 1 pp´T,´p1´δ0{2qT q,L 2 pΩqq`} ∇up¨,´T q} L 2 pΩq`} ∇B t up¨,´T q} L 2 pΩq }u} H 1 pp´T,´p1´δ0{2qT q,L 2 pBΩqq`} ∇u} H 1 pp´T,´p1´δ0{2qT q,L 2 pBΩqq .
The expected inequality follows by putting together (3.33) and (3.34).
Consider the following notation
In light of Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.5, we can state the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let s P p0, 1{2q. There exist two constant C ą 0 and c ą 0, only depending on Ω, T , κ, κ, s and α, so that, for any u P C 1,α pQ T q X H 2 pQ T q, 0 ă δ 0 ă 1 and 0 ă δ ď δ 0 , we have
The next step consists in showing that the data at˘T in D δ0 puq can be bounded by a quantity involving only lateral boundary terms. Prior to do that, we introduce an extension operator. Fix a ă b, let ϕ P C 8 0 ppa, bq, H 3{2 pBΩqq and denote by Eϕp¨, tq P H 2 pΩq the unique solution of the BVP " ∆ψ " 0 in Ω, ψ " ϕ on BΩ.
By classical elliptic a priori estimates
the constant c 0 only depends on Ω.
One can check in a straightforward manner that Eϕ P C 8 0 ppa, bq, H 2 pΩqq, B k t Eϕ " EB k t ϕ and hence }B k t Eϕp¨, tq} H 2 pΩq ď c 0 }B k t ϕptq} H 3{2 pBΩq . We deduce that E is extended as a bounded operator, still denoted by E, from H k ppa, bq, H 3{2 pBΩqq into H k ppa, bq, H 2 pΩqq, k ě 0 is an integer, in such a way that
Observe that, as H 2 ppa, bq, H 2 pΩqq is continuously embedded in H 2 pΩˆpa, bqq, we have in particular (3.35) }Eϕ} H 2 pΩˆpa,bqq ď c 0 }ϕ} H 2 ppa,bq,H 3{2 pBΩqq .
Define d " sup yPΩ inf xPBΩ dpx, yq, with dpx, yq " inftLpγq; γ : r0, 1s Ñ Ω, C 1 -piecewise path so that γp0q " x, γp1q " yu,
where Lpγq denotes the length of γ. Proposition 3.2. Assume that b´a ą d. There exist three constants C ą 0, c ą 0 and µ 0 ą 0, only depending on Ω, κ, κ and b´a, so that, for any µ ě µ 0 and u P H 3 ppa, bq, H 2 pΩqq, we have
ď Ce cµ`} P u} L 2 pΩˆpa,bqq`} u} H 2 ppa,bq,H 3{2 pBΩqq`} B ν u} L 2 pBΩˆpa,bqC µ 1{4 }u} H 2 ppa,bq,H 2 pΩqq .
Proof. Let u P H 3 ppa, bq, H 2 pΩqq, set ϕ " u |BΩˆpa,bq and v " u´Eϕ. From [7, Theorem 6.1], there exist three constants C ą 0, c ą 0 and µ 0 ą 0, only depending on Ω, κ, κ and b´a, so that, for any µ ě µ 0 , we have
On the other hand,ˇ} 
From the usual interpolation inequalities, we have 
That is we proved (3.36) .
As before, we get from usual interpolation inequalities
This in (3.40) yields
As we have done before, we deduce from this inequality the following one
This is exactly inequality (3.37).
Let us consider the following notations N puq " }u} H 2 pIT ,H 2 pΩqqXH 3 pIT ,H 1 pΩqq`} u} XαpQT q , D 0 puq " }P u} H 1 pIT ,L 2 pΩqq ,
If T ě 2d{δ 0 , we deduce from (3.36) and (3.37) (3.41) CD 1 puq ď e cµ`D0 puq`D 2 δ0 puq˘`µ´1 {4 N puq, µ ě µ 0 . This and Theorem 3.1 give
Provided that δ ď δ 1 , we take µ ě µ 0 in the preceding inequality so that E 2 pcδ´8qµ´1 4 " δ s in order to obtain
δ0 puq˘. In other words, we proved Theorem 3.2. Let s P p0, 1{2q, 0 ă δ 0 ă 1 and assume that T ě 2d{δ 0 . There exist three constant C ą 0 and c ą 0 and 0 ă δ 1 ď δ 0 , only depending on Ω, T , κ, κ, δ 0 , s and α, for any 0 ă δ ď δ 1 and u P H 2 pI T , H 2 pΩqq X H 3 pI T , H 1 pΩqq X X α pQ T q, we have
As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.2, we have the following uniqueness of continuation result.
Similarly to the elliptic case, we deduce from Theorem 3.2 a stability estimate. Set ρ˚" e´e and, for β ą 0 and ρ 0 ď ρ˚,
Corollary 3.3. Let s P p0, 1{2q, 0 ă δ 0 ă 1 and assume that T ě 2d{δ 0 . Then there exists two constants C ą 0 and 0 ăρ ď ρ˚, only depending on Ω, T , κ, κ, δ 0 , s and α, so that, for any u P H 2 pI T ,
With these new notations, we can rewrite (3.42) in the following form
Define the function ℓ by ℓpδq " δ s e´E 2pcδ´8q . If b ă minpℓpδ 1 q, ρ˚q "ρ then there exists δ so that ℓpδq " b. Changing c if necessary, we have
Or equivalently
It follows readily by taking δ " δ in (3.43) that If b ěρ then obviously we have
The result follows then from (3.44) and (3.45).
A particular case.
We aim in this subsection to improve the result in Theorem 3.2. We precisely show that, under a smallness condition on the coefficients of the matrix A, the term E 3 pcδ´8q in the inequality in Theorem 3.2 can be improved by E 2 pcδ´8q. In other words, we have a better stability estimate. The analysis we carry out in this section consists in an adaptation of known ideas used to establish observability inequalities via the multiplier method for the wave equation B 2 t´∆ . We refer for instance to [6, Subsection 3.1, page 35]. In the variable coefficients case similar approach was used in [9] with a geometric viewpoint, i.e by considering the metric generated by pa ij q. The condition in A is then interpreted in term of the corresponding sectional curvature.
We start by establishing an identity involving a usual multiplier. To this end, fix x 0 P Ω arbitrary and let mpxq " x´x 0 .
Let u P H 2 pΩˆpa, bqq satisfying u " 0 on BΩˆpa, bq. We find by making an integration by parts ż
Therefore
This and the fact that A is symmetric matrix yield
Here
This in (3.47) entails ż
On the other hand, ż
An integration by parts gives ż
We combine (3.48) and (3.49 ) in order to get 
Then (3.52) can be rewritten as follows
In the sequel d 0 " maxt|x´y|; x, y P Ωu.
Lemma 3.6. Let u P H 2 pΩˆpa, bqq satisfying u " 0 on BΩˆpa, bq and let ǫ ą 0. Then
Proof. Since
Epaq " Eptq`2 ż t a ż Ω P upx, sqB t upx, sqdxds,
Using an elementary convexity inequality, we get
We have similarly
The sum, side by side, of (3.55) and (3.56) yields
Integrating this inequality with respect to t, between a and b, in order to obtain (3.54). with w " 2pm¨∇uq`pn´1qu and δ " max`δ, d 2 0 {δ˘. Proof. We first prove (3.58) }wp¨, tq} L 2 pΩq ď }2m¨∇ 1 up¨, tq} L 2 pΩq .
We have }wp¨, tq} 2 L 2 pΩq´} 2m¨∇ 1 up¨, tq} 2 This leads immediately to (3.58 for which we deduce (3.57) in straightforward manner.
By Taking ǫ " 2{pb´aq in (3.54) and δ " d 0 in (3.57), we obtain the following corollary. Next, we choose c " b´a in such a way that ̺ " 1´p 4`κqd 0 ̺ 0 c ą 0.
In that case (3.66) implies
This and (3.54) yield the following result.
Proposition 3.3. Under the following assumptions
κκd 0 ă 1, c ą p4`κqd 0 1´κκd 0 , there exits a constant C ą 0, depending only on n, c, d 0 , κ and κ so that, for any a, b P R with b´a " c and any u P H 2 pΩˆpa, bqq satisfying u " 0 on BΩˆpa, bq, we have }∇up¨, aq} L 2 pΩq`} ∇up¨, bq} L 2 pΩq ď C`}P u} L 2 pΩˆpa,bqq`} B ν u} L 2 pBΩˆpa,bqq˘.
In light of inequality (3.35), we get as a consequence of Proposition 3.3 Finally, we apply the last corollary to u and B t u, respectively with pa, bq " p´T,´p1´δ 0 {2qT q and pa, bq " pp1´δ 0 {2qT, T q in order to get, where we used the fact that P and B t commute, Then there exist three constants C ą 0, c ą 0 and γ ą 0, only depending on Ω, T , α, κ κ, s and δ 0 so that, for any u P C 1,α pQ T q X H 3 pI T , H 2 pΩqq and 0 ă δ ď δ 0 , we have C}u} L 2 pIT ,H 1 pΩqq ď δ s }u} XαpQT q`E2 pcδ´8qD δ0 puq.
Define, for β ą 0 and ρ 0 ď e´1, Θ ρ0,β pρq "
We can mimic the proof of Corollary 3.3 in order to obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, there exist C ą 0 and ρ 0 , only depending on Ω, T , α, κ, κ s and δ 0 , so that, for any u P C 1,α pQ T q X H 3 pI T , H 2 pΩqq, u ‰ 0, we have C}u} L 2 pIT ,H 1 pΩqq ď }u} XαpQT q Θ ρ0,s{8ˆD δ0 puq }u} XαpQT q˙,
